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It has been almost a year since artist Oli Epp, over drinks, excitedly loaded up

Alexander Guy’s website and exclaimed, “You’ve got to see this. You’re going to

flip.” Epp is one of London’s bright young artists. “I need to get hold of him. This

is Britain’s answer to Domenico Gnoli!” Fast-forward to the present and Road

Trips, a retrospective exhibition of work by Alexander Guy, has opened at Carl

Kostyál Gallery on London's Savile Row, curated by Epp. Cut short due to

November lockdown measures, the show opened with 24 hours of pure energy.

Instagram was a-flurry with paintings of Greggs cakes and steamy deep pan

cheese pizzas. 

Guy is used to disappearing; he did so for almost three decades. The Scottish

artist's life and art is a paradox: tacky with charm, gritty but playful, great but

forgotten. Guy moved to London from Dundee in 1985 to begin his masters at the

Royal College of Art. It is there that his powerful realism caught the attention of

Bob Geldof, one of his first collectors, and lit a fire of curiosity for the then young

talent. Following this energy, a teaching position at Glasgow School Of Art

followed, with Glasgow Museum Of Art acquiring his work some years later.

However, soon after being shortlisted for the prestigious John Moores Painting

Prize in 1993, a battle with addiction and subsequent homelessness plagued his

momentum, eventually beating him down. What happened to the work? Much

was lost, destroyed or stolen as Guy struggled to pay rent for his storage unit and

his bolshy way of making majesty out of the everyday fizzled into a memory. 

But he continued to paint. There has been great appetite for rediscovering artists,

as galleries add older and rediscovered artists to their roster at feverish speed.

The quest to rediscover that which time forgot awakens the inner detective in us,

piecing together lost narratives and ideas and chasing after a momentum that

once burned bright, but dimmed, until now. A lot of artists fall through the

cracks, but not everyone needs to be revived.

“What I love about Alexander Guy’s work is how his paintings act as this

incredible encyclopaedia of pop culture and behaviours in hard Britain under

Margaret Thatcher’s rule,” gushes Epp. Epp, an admirer of Guy’s work since art

school, sought him out and enlisted the help of Carl Kostyál to realise his

commitment to getting Guy’s work seen. Together, they have spent the best part

of the year playing art detective, tracking down pieces long lost and putting them

together to create the first retrospective of Guy’s work, from 1986 to the present

day.

“I’ve been looking at Alexander Guy’s work for over four years. Let’s just say he’s

been a major influence on my practice,” Epp explains. Epp's own, self-fashioned

“post-digital pop”, too, plays with the banal humour of society – Bondi beach

babes and germ-phobic quarantine assassins being recent protagonists in his

punchy and provocative paintings. “When I first reached out, he had no

Instagram, no smartphone, no functioning email address,” Epp continued. “I

managed to find him through his fiancé on Facebook. He was off the grid.”

Guy’s work is about life; oddly prescient, it reflects aspects of the day-to-day that

have become universal. In one project, Guy took over a unit in a shopping centre

in Glenrothes, Scotland and worked in public. It was like a performance; visitors

came in to discuss what he was doing as he painted life at its very core. In

another instance, Guy painted the regulars at a London East End watering hole,

The Conqueror, then brought them to see the subsequent exhibition in the

Castello Di Rivara in Turin, considered by many to be some of his finest works.

Ever eager for social corrosion, Guy seeks to relieve us of the constraints we put

on ourselves and to challenge our social, spiritual and sometimes sexual

expectations. He wants us to be free.

His self-served “tacky realism” features inflatable baby blue dolphins, loo rolls,

ashtrays with floppy, phallic butts and sinfully superfluous iced buns. He looks to

mountains of loo rolls and meticulously interprets their aesthetic beauty, as

renaissance painters sought to paint still lifes of flowers to reflect the transience

of life. His plastic floaties exemplify the transience of fun and fancy. Feeding off

of life from Scotland to London, then to America, he painted people where they

are, the ordinary in all its chaos and sometimes banality. Seemingly everyday

objects have a halo of darkness surrounding them: blown up and bold,

confectionary becomes tenacious, rather than a comforting indulgence.

The simplicity and directness is echoed in his ideas and approach to making. His

thick Glaswegian accent croaks, “These are just things that seem paintable. I’m

sitting talking to you… I look at my phone and I think, ‘Yeah, I could paint that.’

Then I look at an ashtray... I fancy painting that. I like keeping it real. These are

things I come across, day to day, and I think, ‘Ah, I could paint that!’" Guy

gathers images from the internet and assembles them with motifs and anecdotes

from real life; we see the world through his sharp, gritty and, at times,

unforgiving eye.

Looking to the past, and the urge to correct art history, has enabled the coming

up of some great artists: Lee Krasner, Judy Chicago and Faith Ringgold, to name

but a few. These artists were not given their proper due because of structural

racism and sexism in the art world. What makes certain artists stick and others

fall by the wayside? Guy’s battle with alcoholism, an affliction that has hit many

of the fixtures of art history, is one possible reason. It is, in fact, a factor that

made the courageous treasure hunt for early works so difficult: they were

haphazardly scattered, as alcoholism rarely makes a good archivist. His zingy

spirit comes from being at the knife edge. “I wasn’t really an alcoholic. I was

addicted to drugs and used alcohol as a self-medication," he says. "I quit in 2009.

I always thought drugs made me do better paintings.”

But the paintings get better. “I am a huge fan of Raphael,” Guy confesses. Indeed,

this high-art influence can be seen, but with the mechanics of the traditional style

subverted with the domestic detritus of daily life: Kleenex tissues, Harpic

cleaning products, strawberry Starbursts – the best kind! – rendered with

photorealist clarity. Rubber dinghies and buttocks in magenta pink lace panties

gleam with the brilliance afforded to more stoic subjects in the work of art

history’s old masters. 

Road Trips, open again after lockdown is lifted, is an opportunity to see, dissect

and inspect the world and experience the dark corners in the mundanity of the

everyday. It’s an electric punch to the face with the language of unassuming

subjects. Alexander Guy’s work calls for you to rub your bleary eyes and see the

world through a gritty magnifying glass.

Road Trips: Paintings By Alexander Guy, 1986 - 2020 is at Carl

Kostyál Gallery until 5 December 2020.
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